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A Novel Approach Of Obtaining Optimal Solution
For Iterative Self-Consistent Parallel Imaging
Reconstruction
Ifat-Al Baqee
Abstract: As Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is gaining popularity in the field of medical science, there are many ongoing researches to increase
it’s accuracy and efficiency. In this work, the focus has been given to an already established parallel MRI reconstruction method named Iterative SelfConsistent Parallel Imaging Reconstruction: SPIRiT. SPIRiT uses coil-by-coil parallel reconstruction method and then applies sum-of-square (SOS) to
produce the final MR image. The SOS recombination technique proved to be amplifying noise as well as it based on the assumption that parallel coil
sensitivities are uniform. In this paper a convex optimization scheme has been implemented which not only can overcome the shortcomings of SOS
recombination technique but also can provide a true optimal solution for SPIRiT. The SOS recombination of original SPIRiT has been replaced by a
convex optimization formula and hen the upgraded SPIRiT method has been compared with original SPIRiT for proposed method’s legitimacy. It has
also been shown that this research also has impacts on the scanning time. The comparison results cover the aspects of qualitative, quantitative and
noise-based analysis to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed formula.
Index Terms: SPIRiT, Sum-of-square, Convex Optimization, Coil-by-coil reconstructions, SPIRiT, Optimal Solution, Parallel Imaging, Global Solution.
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1 INTRODUCTION
M AGNETIC Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a technique that
uses a magnetic field and radio waves to create detailed
information of the organs and tissues within human organs.
The development of MRI revolutionized the medical world.
Since its invention, doctors and researchers have incorporated
many modern techniques to use MRI scans to assist in
medical procedures and help in research [1]. Modern focuses
have been emphasized on the fact to improve clinical impacts
such as faster scanning times, improved throughput with
better image reconstruction. The recent development of
parallel MRI (pMRI) acquisition can enhance the
spatiotemporal resolution of MRI in both anatomical and
functional scans. Parallel MRI utilizes an RF coil array to
simultaneously acquire data from multiple receivers, and
acceleration is achieved by a reduced phase-encoding kspace trajectory [2]. The task of this work is to propose and
implement a robust pMRI algorithm that will reconstruct the
original image using a set of coil images with incomplete
information. The pMRI reconstruction is based on the undersampled k-space data (frequency data) and needs knowledge
of the spatial sensitivity functions of the receiver coils. There
have been a number of modern efficient technologies
established in past few years for efficient pMRI reconstruction.
Depending on how the coil sensitivity functions are treated and
fused into the pMRI reconstruction, the existing reconstruction
algorithms may be subdivided into multiple genres. One of the
well-known genres for pMRI reconstruction technique is based
on the auto-calibration data from pre-scan and the sum-ofsquares (SOS) operation [2]. Using the under-sampled k-space
data, the auto-calibration may first construct a complete set of kspace data for each coil followed by an inverse DFT to acquire
the corresponding sensitivity encoded image. Or it may directly
produce the sensitivity encoded image of the coil in the spatial
domain. Explicit values of the coil sensitivities are not needed in
the auto-calibration based techniques.
————————————————
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The SOS operation is further implemented to the acquired
sensitivity encoded image functions to complete the image
reconstruction. It is noted that the SOS operation only provides
the magnitude only values of the complex valued image. So, it
reconstructs an image with magnitude data only but does not
provide any phase information. Typical algorithms of this group
are GRAPPA [3], IIR GRAPPA [4] and their extensions, which
perform interpolation of the auto-calibrating signal lines (ACS) in
the k-space. There are some recent algorithms which perform
the autocalibration by regularized optimization, e.g. [5], [6], [7]
and [8], or by eigenvalue decomposition, e.g. [9]. The noticeable
advantage of the aforementioned coil-by-coil reconstruction
method is they are more immune from errors in sensitivity coil
data and represent less visible artifacts [10], [11] and [12] but
tend to loose phase information in the final MR image and also
more noise are accumulated by performing SOS operation due
to nonuniformities in coil sensitivities. The motivation of this
paper has been derived from the fact that SOS operation
results more noise in final image. In this work, a convex
optimization-based method has been implemented to replace
the SOS operation used in the aforementioned group of
algorithms. It has been also investigated whether replacing
SOS operation with convex optimization yields better outcome
or not through thorough comparisons and noise analysis. For
sake of analytical comparisons, Iterative Self-consistent
Parallel Imaging Reconstruction from Arbitrary k-Space or
conjugate gradient SPIRiT [5], which is actually close to the
iterative form of GRAPPA and a renowned pMRI coil-by-coil
reconstruction algorithm, has been selected. It uses iterative
optimization to produce the coil images and then employs
SOS for recombining the coil images into the final desired
image. In this research, the SOS operation is being replaced
by convex optimization to obtain a true global solution and a
final image which is more immune to noise. Proper
comparisons have been carried out afterwards. In this paper,
ℝ, ℝ and ℂ signify the sets of real, nonnegative real and
complex numbers, respectively. The lower bold case letter
denotes vectors and the capital bold case letter denotes
matrices. ≽ and ≼ denote the elementwise operations of ≥ and
≤ on vectors, respectively. ⊙ denotes the Hadamard or
elementwise product of vectors and | ∙ | means elementwise
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magnitude of vectors.
√∑ |

2 REVIEW ON SPIRIT
2.1 General Formulation
Iterative Self-consistent Parallel Imaging Reconstruction (CGSPIRiT) [5] from arbitrary k-space under-sampled data was
proposed by M. Lustig and J. M. Pauly in 2010. It is a coil-bycoil reconstruction approach which is based on
autocalibration. In other way it can be said that it is an
extension of iterative GRAPPA [8], which implements leastsquare based optimization scheme to solve the MRI
reconstruction problem. This method is also suitable for any
sampling trajectories in k-space, cartesian and non-cartesian
sampling pattern are both flexible to implement with SPIRiT.
SPIRiT is optimized for data acquisition consistency and
calibration consistency. Original GRAPPA only imposes
consistency between the acquired and reconstructed samples
but SPIRiT maintains consistency between all the
reconstructed samples of the MR image in every receiver
coils. Traditional GRAPPA [grappa] adopts following simplified
equation to recover the missing samples,
̂
∑
∑
where,
is the MR image to be reconstructed in a single coil,
̂ represents a subset of acquired k-space samples and
is
the estimated weights through calibration. In SPIRiT, to
maintain the self-consistency between data acquisition and
autocalibration, calibrated weights used in (1) are determined
differently for SPIRiT [32].

|

where, L=total number of coils.
2.2 Advantage and Limitation
The advantage of the formulation is that for non-cartesian
reconstruction, only data acquisition constraint needs to deal
with non-cartesian sampling trajectory. Also, various
regularization constraints like total variation (TV) norm [13],
Tikhonov regularization or L1 norm [15] can be added to the
proposed formula to obtain better results. Although SPIRiT
improves calibration consistency and makes way to integrate
popular regularization terms as well as non-cartesian
sampling. It stills utilizes the SOS operation to reconstruct a
magnitude only image as it is a coil-by-coil image
reconstruction technique. As a coil-by-coil reconstruction
method, it has the limitation of losing phase data in final
reconstruction and due to performing SOS and relatively more
noise may be accumulated into the final image due to
nonuniformity of sensitivities resulting poorly estimated
calibration weights. Also, achieving calibration consistency can
consume more repetitions to recover image than other
methods which do not use it. The motivation behind this work
stemmed from the fact that SOS recombination of coil images
yields less accuracy overall in the final MR image. In the
following section, a proposal has been made to replace the
SOS recombination with a formula based on convex
optimization which can result true global solution and hence
improved accuracies.

∑
Here,
simply represents the under-sampling scheme in kspace for position r. Whereas, (1) depicts large set of decoupled equations to be solved independently, (2) is a large
set of coupled equations and
is self-regulatory of k-space
sampling position and holds true for entire k-space grid. The
uniqueness for this approach is the reconstruction of the
missing points is dependent on both the acquired and nonacquired samples in k-space region.
Let Z be the matrix form that contains all the weights in their
suitable positions
, (2) can be re-written as
𝑍
(3)
Let 𝐹 be the encoding matrix that describes the relation
between desired full FOV image
and the sub-sampled coil
images
. The authors proposed [spirit] the following
optimization scheme to solve the pMRI reconstruction problem
‖𝑍
‖
‖𝐹
‖
defines the tradeoff parameter between the calibration
consistency and data acquisition consistency. The
unconstraint Lagrangian form for the optimization is given by
‖𝐹
‖
‖𝑍
‖
Final MR image is acquired by performing SOS
recombination of the all the reconstructed coil images
ℝ

3 FORMULATION
METHOD

OF

THE

PROPOSED

In this section, a convex optimization-based solution approach
has been discussed to replace equation (6) and to be relieved
from nominal limitations of coil-by-coil reconstruction methods
as discussed earlier. Considering the final reconstructed
image
in (6) is magnitude only function, it is possible to
construct a convex solution space for the magnitude image
and the sensitivity encoded functions
, which can further
lead to a convex optimization formulation of the image
reconstruction. An intuitive observation of the convex solution
space is provided below.
Let
ℝ
be the magnitude of the image vector .
Since the magnitudes of coil sensitivities are bounded due to
bounded inductances of the coils, there exist constant entity
ℝ
, such that |𝑍| ≼ for each coil
. It
follows that
| |≼ ⊙
If
and
are considered as the solution variables, the
inequalities (7) form a convex hull containing the solutions of
and
, with properly chosen constant bound vectors .
This solution space provides a basis for the convex
optimization approach for final MR image. It is, however, noted
that the convex solution space only exists for the magnitude
image
but not for any other real or complex valued image
vectors.
Choosing the boundary matrix can be tricky, but putting an
element-wise positive penalty with initial approximation on
estimated weights 𝑍 can lead to a suitable
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‖
‖
𝑍
≽
Now the let’s focus on the bi-linear inequalities in (7).
Approximating for each coil in (8) reconstitutes problem (7)
into no longer bi-linear. Assuming the final MR image
to be
sparse in certain transform domain as well as non-negative,
following optimization scheme has been proposed
‖
‖

angle = 60° and FOV = 162 × 162 mm2. The acquired k-space
datasets are in the Cartesian coordinate system and uniformly
undersampled at the nominal rate of 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎 = 4 and 8. The
undersampled data together with the 32 extra ACS lines in the
central k-space region along the phase encoding direction
generating a undersampled k-space dataset with net
undersampling rate 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒆 𝒕 = 2.67 and 4.

≽ | |≼ ⊙
Where,
denotes a general wavelet transformation matrix
and assume that the wavelet transformed image vector
is
sparse.
The unconstraint Lagrangian form of the
regularized
optimization problem (9) can be written as

4.2 Computational Setups
All the computational algorithms have been programmed with
MATLAB (Math-Works, Natick, MA, USA). The computation of
the optimization problem (10) has been applied using the
iterative algorithm proposed in [17]. The least squares routine
"LSQR" in MATLAB [18] has been used to solve the nonnegative subproblem. The 2-D fast Fourier transform tool "fft2"
was applied for efficient and memory saving of DFT
operations. For wavelet transformations in the L1- wavelet
regularized reconstruction, Donoho’s Wavelab codes [19] have
been used. The wavelet transform vector
has been
specified by the Haar transform for all the cartesian datasets
Values of regularization parameter is empirically selected in
the optimization algorithm for reconstruction of the in vivo and
phantom data sets. For SPIRiT, codes provided by respective
authors in [spirit codes link] has been used to generate pMRI
reconstruction results for comparison. To evaluate the
reconstruction performance, the reconstructed images,
denoted by
, are compared with the image reconstructed
from fully acquired data samples, which is denoted as
.
The normalized mean square error (NMSE) of ho is defined as
‖
‖
‖
‖

‖

⊙

|

|

‖

‖

‖

≽
≽
Where,
ℝ
is a non-negative element-wise penalty
to push | | always within the boundary of the convex solution
space.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION SETUPS
4.1 Data Acquisition
Two sets of data have been acquired in order to evaluate and
compare the proposed method. First one is a single slice invivo brain data set of a healthy human volunteer available in
[16], which was acquired by a 3 Tesla SIEMENS Trio scanner
with an eight-channel head array and an MPRAGE (3D Flash
with IR prep.) sequence. The parameters of the scan were
TR/TE = 2530/3.45 ms, TI = 1100 ms, data resolution N×N =
256×256, flip angle = 7°, slice thickness = 1.33 mm and FOV =
256 × 256 mm2. The data acquisition was performed in the
cartesian coordinate system and the fully acquired k-space
data have been also manually undersampled by uniform
sampling with additional auto-calibration signal (USACS) lines
in the phase encoding direction. The fully acquired k-space
data are manually and uniformly under sampled at the nominal
acceleration rate, denoted by 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎 , together with additional
36 extra auto-calibration signal (ACS) lines in the central kspace region along the phase encoding direction to form the
under sampled k-space data pattern. Two sets of under
sampled data at 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎 = 4 and 8 have been obtained.
Considering the additional 36 ACS lines, the corresponding
net under sampling rates, denoted by 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒆 𝒕 , of the data sets
are 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒆 𝒕 = 2.56 and 3.76.

Fig. 1. USACS undersampling pattern with 𝒇�_𝒏�𝒆�𝒕� =2.56
(𝒇�_𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 4).

The second one is a phantom which was scanned for 100
times and was acquired on a 3 Tesla SIEMENS scanner with a
32-channel head with true fast imaging with steady state
precession sequence (TrueFISP). The parameters of the scan
were TR/TE = 11/6.5 ms, data resolution N×N = 256×256, flip

4.3 Noise Analysis
For comparison of noise performance, non-uniform noise
enhancement factor or simply the geometry-factor (g-factor
maps) [20], [21] has been estimated for both the methods. The
g-factor map depicts the noise enhancement in pMRI
reconstruction which is spatially dependent and proportionally
incremental to square root of reduction factor as well as
strongly connected to the encoding efficiency of receiver coil.
Signal to noise ratio or SNR maps are derived for the two
scanned datasets which is the ratio of mean and standard
deviation measurements on pixel-by-pixel basis of the
reconstructed images from the fully sampled datasets. Then
the datasets are under-sampled by manually removing some
of the phase encoding k-space lines and reconstructed
followed by the estimation of accelerated SNR from the mean
and standard deviation of the reconstructed images on pixelby-pixel basis. The non-uniform noise enhancement factor or
simply the g-factor is derived from the ratio of SNR of from
fully sampled datasets and accelerated SNR multiplied by
square root of reduction factor [20].
√
where, is the g-factor,
is the signal-to-noise ratio
derived from fully sampled set of datasets,
is derived
from accelerated under-sampled datasets. Let
is the
reconstructed image from under-sampled dataset and
is
the reconstructed reference image from fully acquired dataset.
The SNR for the reconstructed images from fully acquired
datasets and from under-sampled datasets by a particular
method is given by
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̂
̅
where, p denotes the pixel index. ̂ stands for mean value
for the images from fully sampled J sets of datasets and ̅
stands for standard deviations of the images from fully
acquired datasets. Same equations have been used to derive
mean and standard deviations for manually under-sampled
reconstructed images.

ISSN 2277-8616

Fig. 2 has been reconstructed from the fully acquired k-space
data using inverse fourier transform routine in MATLAB. Fig. 2
is set to be the standard for comparing reconstruction
qualities.

Fig. 4. Reconstructed in vivo brain image by proposed convex
optimization formula following SPIRiT, for 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 4.

Fig. 2. In vivo brain image from fully acquired dataset.

Fig. 5. Error image for SPIRiT SOS, for 𝒇�

𝒏�𝒐�𝒎�

= 4.

Fig. 3. Reconstructed in vivo brain image by SOS following
SPIRiT, for 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 4.

However, to provide more precise estimation of the g-factor
maps, at least 100 scanned datasets are recommended [21] to
perform pMRI reconstruction in order to get images from both
fully sampled datasets and under-sampled datasets which are
used to calculate
and
. Some recent methods
like [22] and [23] can estimate SNR maps from one fully
sampled dataset and one additional noise only dataset, but
their applicability is limited to objects in motion. Obtaining such
large sets of data through scanning is time consuming as well
as performing isolated pMRI reconstruction for each set of
data. This time limitation makes the experimental procedures
to be applied to limited types of datasets.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the simulation results. Firstly, the in vivo
brain image from fully acquired sample is shown. Then the
pMRI reconstructed images using the proposed formula and
SPIRiT for different nominal reduction factors has been shown
for comparison. It is also to be noted that for each reduction
factor, error images for both the proposed method and SPIRiT
are estimated and has been shown along with the
reconstructed images for comparison purpose.

Fig. 6. Error image when SOS replaced by convex formula, for
𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 4.

Fig. 3 represents the reconstructed MR image for a nominal
reduction factor of ―4‖ (net reduction factor=2.56). The
proposed algorithm in (5) has been implemented and then
followed by the SOS reconstruction given in (6) to achieve Fig.
3.Whereas, Fig. 4 has been reconstructed by replacing the
SOS reconstruction by the convex optimization formula
proposed in (10). Now it is very evident that both the images in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are very similar, upon close inspection a
minor difference in overall noise can be observed. In Fig. 3 the
noise in the central part of the image is more pronounced than
Fig. 4. It is agreeable that from reconstructed images, subtle
difference is difficult to find. For that, error images have been
estimated for both cases. Error image is estimated by
subtracting the reconstructed image (from undersampled
data), from the SOS image (from fully acquired dataset).
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For quantitative comparison, normalized mean square error
has been determined using (11). One has to take note
that, mean square error is not standardized in MRI community
for comparison of simulation-based reconstruction results. As it
often tends to yield different estimation from previous run for
each simulation-based image reconstruction. But for the sake of
the respected readers to be able to get an assessment
overview, means square error-based comparison chart has
been added. In Table 1, each
value has been achieved
after averaging three simulation runs and the highest error
result has been also included.
TABLE 1
NMSE VALUES OF RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES BY SPIRIT SOS
AND BY PROPOSED FORMULA AT DIFFERENT REDUCTION
FACTORS

Fig. 7. Reconstructed in vivo brain image by SOS following
SPIRiT, for 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 8.

SPIRiT
SOS
(Average)

SPIRiT
SOS
(Highest)

Proposed
Method
(Average)

Proposed
Method
(Highest)

4

0.0069

0.0070

0.0059

0.0061

8

0.0112

0.0115

0.0099

0.0102

𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎

In case of NMSE comparison, Table 1 also depicts that
proposed formula in (10) replacing the SOS in (6) can yield
better results. But it is noted that NMSE results can’t be taken
for granted as results will definitely vary if the images are
reconstructed in different device.
Fig. 8. Reconstructed in vivo brain image by proposed convex
optimization method following SPIRiT, for 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 8.

Upon inspecting the error images in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6
respectively, the advantage of proposed convex formula
becomes more apparent. Fig. 5 shows brighter error pixels
whereas Fig. 6 shows some borderline error pixels in the right
side with very minimal grey values. For other reduction factor
(𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎 = 8), reconstructed images from both formula (6) and
(10) as well as their corresponding error images are attached
below.

Fig. 9. Error image for SPIRiT SOS, for 𝒇�

𝒏�𝒐�𝒎�

= 8.

Fig. 11. Phantom image from fully sampled dataset.

As discussed earlier in section 2.2, SOS recombination often
results inferior noise performance in final image, so a thorough
noise analysis is carried out using the in vivo brain image and
the phantom image. g-maps has been estimated using (12) for
both the images to distinguish the noise performance between
SOS and the proposed formula. Hopefully, comparison using gmaps can provide a clear idea of the reconstruction prowess of
opting for a global solution using proposed formula (10).

Fig. 12. g-factor maps reconstructed for undersampled in vivo
brain data using SPIRiT SOS, 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 8.

Fig. 10. Error image when SOS replaced by convex formula, for
𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 8.
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For noise analysis using in vivo brain dataset, a random noise
has been added to the fully sampled brain data. Then the data
has been undersampled as described in section 4.1 and then
reconstructed using SPIRiT as well as the proposed formula in
(10) which replaces SOS. Following pMRI reconstructions, gfactor maps are estimated for both the cases using (12). Fig. 12
shows the g-maps for the reconstructed undersampled in vivo
brain dataset using SPIRiT for 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎 = 8. The brighter (closed
to 1) grey values usually depicts higher noise in reconstruction
process.

Fig. 15. g-factor maps reconstructed for phantom datasets using
proposed convex formula replacing SOS, 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 4.

Fig. 13. g-factor maps reconstructed for undersampled in vivo
brain data using proposed convex formula replacing SOS, 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎�
= 8.

Fig. 13 shows the g-maps for reconstructed in vivo brain
image using proposed formula in (10) for same undersampling
criteria 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎 = 8. This image clearly contains less ―brighter
grey‖ values than in Fig. 12, which translates less noise
accumulation compare to SOS coil-by-coil reconstruction. It
should be pointed here that this g-maps are estimated from
single pMRI reconstruction, which does not provide accurate
g-maps comparisons. For more accurate analysis, the
phantom dataset has been used. The detail of phantom
scanning has been described in section 4.1 and the phantom
image from full data is already shown in Fig. 11. For g-factor
maps comparison using phantom data, 100 sets of random
noise matrices have been generated using ―Randn‖ command
in MATLAB. Then the random noise matrices are added with
the 100 sets of phantom data to generate 100 sets of noise
contaminated phantom images. These phantom images are
undersampled as described in section 4.1 and reconstructed
using SPIRiT and proposed formula in (10). g-factor maps are
estimated for both reconstruction processes and then
averaged to produce final g-map image. The g-map images
from phantom data are shown in color for better understanding
of their differences.

In Fig. 14, g-factor map is estimated from the 100 sets of noise
contaminated phantom images reconstructed using SPIRiT
method. If Fig. 14 is compared with Fig. 15, more bright spots in
the g-map is observed. As brighter spots indicate higher degree
of noise, it can be safely assumed the SOS reconstruction by
(6) can result accumulation of more reconstruction noise.
Another fact should be comprehended that less noise in
phantom image reconstruction than in vivo brain image. This
mainly can be correlated to two factors. One, in vivo images can
be more prone to amass noise during scanning and calibration
than phantom images. Secondly, as single set of data has been
used to estimate g-factor maps for in vivo data which is not a
standard practice. Moreover, it has been done to present some
idea about noise performance differences between the formulas
stated in (6) and (10).

Fig. 16. g-factor maps reconstructed for phantom datasets using
SPIRiT SOS, 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 8.

Fig. 17. g-factor maps reconstructed for phantom datasets using
proposed convex formula replacing SOS, 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 8.

Fig. 14. g-factor maps reconstructed for phantom datasets using
SPIRiT SOS, 𝒇� 𝒏�𝒐�𝒎� = 4.

Finally, g-maps for higher reduction factor, 𝒇 _𝒏 𝒐 𝒎 = 8 have
been shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 for SPIRiT SOS and SPIRiT
followed by proposed formula in (10). As reduction factor is
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increased, brighter spots (close to red spectrum) can be
observed in the respective g-map images. It can be deduced
that as reduction factor or undersampling rate is increased,
noise performance difference is still consistent with previous
results.

6 LIMITATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
The proposed formula in (10) which replaces the SOS
recombination of SPIRiT contains two minor issues. Firstly, as
it can be understood very clearly that the proposed convex
optimization in (10) is much more computationally demanding
than
SOS
reconstruction,
computational
time
is
understandably higher for (10).
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL DURATION BETWEEN SPIRIT
SOS AND BY PROPOSED FORMULA
Method
Time in
seconds

SPIRiT
(Average)

SPIRiT
(Highest)

Proposed
Method
(Average)

Proposed
Method
(Highest)

33

36

92

105
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are uniform they apply SOS operation to get the final image.
But in this work, a novel convex optimization has been
implemented to substitute SOS operation. The formulation is
based on the existence of a convex region in the coordinate
system of the magnitude image and each of the sensitivity
encoded coil image, which can be configured using a priori
knowledge of upper bound values on the calibration data.
Such a formulation rules out the non-convex complicacy and
allows to achieve globally optimal solution for the pMRI
reconstruction. By implementing various experimental
simulations, it has been shown that the proposed formula is
efficient as well as can yield slightly better reconstruction
accuracy and noise performance. It is also evident that
proposed formula takes a tole on computational time which in
term is manageable because reconstruction time in computer
does not have any effect on scanning duration. Other possible
limitation and applications of this proposed formula has been
discussed in section 6 and it can be a great scope for future
research works.
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7 CONCLUSION
The proposed convex optimization approach to pMRI
reconstruction aims to improve the inherent limitations of coilby-coil reconstruction algorithms which practice sum-of-square
operation to get the final MR image. The proposed formulation
works in a two-step procedure. In first step, individual coil
images are reconstructed for parallel coil array by coil-by-coil
reconstruction algorithms i.e. GRAPPA, SPIRiT. These
conventional but popular algorithms depend implicitly on coil
sensitivities and based on the assumption that coil sensitivities

The authors wish to thank Monash Biomedical Imaging Lab,
Monash University, Australia for allowing to scan the phantom
dataset. Without the support, it would be very difficult to have a
relative comparison of noise performances.
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